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 Abstract:  There has currently been a dynamic return to applying natural refrigerants such as hydrocarbons. They are 
substances containing neither fluorine nor chlorine, which contribute to the enlargement of the ozone hole and 
the greenhouse effect. However, hydrocarbons are the substances from the A3 safety group (flammable) and, 
at present, are mainly used in appliances of low efficiency. The most widely used refrigerant in this category 
of appliances is R600a (isobutene). 

  While repairing refrigeration appliances, there is often the need to remove the refrigerant and compressor oil 
from the system. Any impurities in the system are also removed. Should incorrect removal of the used oil 
from the installation occur, there is the risk that a certain amount of the oil and flushing fluid shall remain in 
the refrigeration system.  

  The article presents an evaluation of the effect of a flushing fluid for refrigeration systems on lubricity properties 
of compressor oils. The article also describes the research on the use of R600a, a mineral oil of VG ISO 32 and 
commercially available FF1 flushing fluid, for refrigeration systems. The evaluation was made on the basis 
of the sample wear volume in the block-on-ring node under the conditions similar to compressor exploitation 
following a longer shut-off period. Three different lubricants were compared: a mixture of mineral oil with 
FF1 flushing fluid for refrigeration systems in the amount 20% by volume, a mixture of mineral oil with FF1 
flushing fluid for refrigeration systems in the amount 50% by volume, and a mixture of mineral oil with FF1 
flushing fluid for refrigeration systems in the amount 50% by volume with R600a.

 Słowa kluczowe: mieszanina olej/czynnik chłodniczy, właściwości smarne, środek myjący.

 Streszczenie:  Obecnie w chłodnictwie następuje dynamiczny powrót do stosowania naturalnych czynników chłodniczych 
takich jak węglowodory. Są to substancje niezawierające fluoru i chloru, które przyczyniają się do powiększa-
nia dziury ozonowej oraz efektu cieplarnianego. Węglowodory to jednak substancje z grupy bezpieczeństwa 
A3 (palne) i są obecnie głównie wykorzystywane w urządzeniach o małej wydajności. Najpowszechniej sto-
sowanym czynnikiem chłodniczym w tej grupie urządzeń jest R600a (izobutan). 

  Przy czynnościach naprawczych urządzeń chłodniczych istnieje często potrzeba usunięcia z układu czynnika 
chłodniczego i oleju sprężarkowego. Usuwa się również wszelakie zanieczyszczenia znajdujące się w instala-
cji. W tym celu często używa się płynów do płukania instalacji chłodniczej. Przy nieprawidłowym wykonaniu 
operacji usuwania z instalacji zużytego oleju istnieje niebezpieczeństwo, że pewna ilość tego oleju i środka 
czyszczącego pozostanie w instalacji chłodniczej.

  W artykule przedstawiono ocenę wpływu środka do czyszczenia układów chłodniczych na właściwości sma-
rowe olejów sprężarkowych. Przedstawiono badania z wykorzystaniem czynnika chłodniczego R600a, oleju 
mineralnego z klasy lepkości VG ISO 32 oraz dostępnego w sprzedaży środka do czyszczenia układów chłod-
niczych FF1. Oceny dokonano na podstawie zużycia objętościowego próbki w węźle rolka–klocek w warun-
kach zbliżonych do eksploatacji sprężarki po długim okresie wyłączenia. Porównano trzy różne substancje 
smarne: mieszaninę oleju mineralnego ze środkiem do czyszczenia układów chłodniczych FF1 w ilości 20% 
objętości, mieszaninę oleju mineralnego ze środkiem do czyszczenia układów chłodniczych FF1 w ilości 50% 
objętości oraz mieszaninę oleju mineralnego ze środkiem do czyszczenia układów chłodniczych FF1 w ilości 
50% objętości wraz z czynnikiem chłodniczym R600a.
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INTRODuCTION

Owing to the fact that hydrocarbons (HC), such as 
isobutene R600a, do not enlarge the hole in the ozone 
layer and hardly affect the greenhouse effect, they 
are the prospective refrigerants [L. 1]. Pure isobutene 
primarily constitutes a substitute for R12 in the low-
efficiency appliances, mainly in home refrigerators. It is 
estimated that 98% of all home cooling appliances in 
the EU use isobutene as the working agent [L. 2]. It is 
mineral oils that are dedicated to cooperate with R600a 
refrigerant [L. 3]. 

During circulation, the refrigerant always comes in 
contact with lubricating oil. Depending on the pressure 
value and the temperature existing in the given part of 
the system, there forms a mixture of oil-refrigerant of 
a particular composition. Such a situation may have 
a negative impact on the cooperation of friction nodes 
in a refrigeration compressor, which can manifest 
itself by an excessive wear of the moving parts. Wear 
products constitute one of the existing impurities inside 
refrigeration installations. In refrigeration installations, 
one can find such impurities as solids, moisture (may 
be a source of other pollution, e.g., solid impurities 
resulting from the process of oxidation, corrosion 
or refrigerant decomposition), and air (frequently 
causing the formation of oxides from oil, or during the 
connection of pipes without neutral atmosphere). Most 
frequently, the contamination of the system by moisture 
is caused by air penetrating the pipes during installation. 
Moisture may also enter the system with the supply of 
damp oil. It is assumed that the existence of impurities 
in refrigeration installations may decrease their energy 
efficiency by about 10%. During periodic maintenance 
service, one controls the overall state of the system, 
checks the compressor, tubes, condenser, evaporator, 
automatics of electric motors, fans, etc. 

If any abnormalities in the operation of the 
refrigeration installation are detected, one performs 
various exploitation operations (refrigerant and oil 
replenishment, venting, leak location and removal, 
etc.). Precautions must be taken in order to prevent 
air and moisture from entering the installation. One of 
the leading operations aimed at the disposal of solid 
impurities is flushing the installation with compressed 
gas (most frequently nitrogen). One can also flush 
individual components with chemicals (often including 
nitrogen). This solution should be accompanied by 
dismantling and assembly of particular elements and 
cleaning or replacing filters. It is recommended to 
dismount the compressor, refrigerant containers, and 
valves. Flushing the system with a flushing fluid is to 
remove used oil, condensed water, acids, solid particles, 
and possibly other mechanical residues. Using chemical 
cleaning agents entails the risk of their entering the 
refrigeration systems and causing disturbances in their 
operation. 

One of the agents available on the Polish market 
for chemical flushing and cleaning refrigeration and 
air-condition installations is FF1 fluid, which contains 
hydrocarbons, C7, n-alkanes, isoalkanes, and cyclics. 
The specification of this fluid lacks the information 
on its potential impact on starting and operation of 
the refrigeration installation where this agent will be 
introduced. A particular threat is ascribed to the change 
in the lubricity properties of refrigeration compressor 
oils. 

The article aims at the following:
  – Determining the effect of the presence of the 

flushing fluid in refrigeration compressor oil on 
the value of the coefficient of friction and lubricity 
properties; and, 

  – Conducting wear tests to evaluate lubricity 
properties of the mixture of refrigeration 
compressor oil and a flushing fluid in real operating 
conditions, that is, in the interaction with the eco-
friendly R600a.

TEST  METHOD 

In order to evaluate lubricity properties of the mixture 
of refrigeration compressor oil and flushing fluid for 
refrigeration systems and the impact of the refrigerant 
on this mixture, a sample wear test in the form of a block 
of the model block-on-ring node (Fig. 1a) was used. 
The above coupling was selected because its motion 
character corresponds to the geometry of the elements 
of the crankshaft mechanism of piston refrigeration 
compressors.

In recent years, test benches of the block-on-ring 
type have been used to conduct tribological studies 
involving oil/refrigerant mixtures [L. 4–8]. Some 
of the studies concerned mixtures of oil and R600a  
[L. 4, 8]. The literature lacks studies concerning 
the influence of the presence of flushing fluid in 
the refrigeration compressor oil on the value of the 
coefficient of friction and lubricity properties. The 
description of a model friction pair was presented in  
[L. 9].

In the proposed method, the process of sample wear 
occurs under the following conditions: 
  – Being able to achieve a clear loss of material in 

a relatively short period of time, and 
  – Reflecting the actual states in operating refrigeration 

compressors. 
At the test bench (Fig. 1b), one can map forces 

characteristic for the state of starting a compressor after 
a long shut-off period. The concentration of the agent 
in the mixture with oil inside the compressor is then 
the largest, and the flushing fluid present in the system 
can get through to the compressor. During the primary 
tests, prior to each individual test, the samples should be 
cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner in acetone for 15 minutes 
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and mounted in the test chamber. In order to form the 
oil-refrigerant mixture, one should first remove air from 
the test chamber and supply it with oil in the amount that 
ensures reaching half the height of the ring  (depending 
on the requirements – in the mixture with the flushing 
fluid for refrigeration systems). Next, one should supply 
the chamber with the refrigerant of the selected pressure 
(ps) and maintain these conditions for the specified time 
(τm). Once the mixture has been formed, one should 
carry out the wear test of duration time (τt). After each 
test, each sample must be dismantled, and the width 
trace of wear on the sample of the block shape must be 
measured, and the wear volume must be calculated. 

All tests were performed at a sliding speed of  
0.5 m/s. During each test run, the load was first changed 
in steps of 20 N every 30 seconds up to the value of  
120 N (total duration – 2.5 min). Then, at this maximum 
load on the friction node, a wear test of additional  
40 min was carried out. These parameters allow for the 

Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the hermetic block-on-ring type wear tester, (b) the instrumentation for supplying 
refrigerant: Z – refrigerant cylinder, R – pressure reducer, K – chamber, 1–8 – ball valves

Rys. 1.  (a) Schemat komory stanowiska badawczego z węzłem tarcia typu rolka–klocek , (b) idea zasilania komory 
badawczej czynnikiem chłodniczym: Z – zbiornik czynnika chłodniczego, R – reduktor ciśnienia, K – komora 
badawcza, 1–8 – zawory kulowe

achievement of a clear material loss in a relatively short 
period of time. The wear tests were performed at the 
research parameters determined in the previous works 
[L. 3, 10] such as the following:
  – The refrigerant pressure in the test chamber (ps) 

for R600a was 0.21 MPa, which is the value 
equivalent to the saturation pressure of R600a at 
the temperature of 23°C. 

  – The wear test duration time (τt) was 40 min. 
  – The oil-refrigerant mixture formation time (τm) 

was 40 min, and this parameter was set on an 
individual basis for the mixtures of mineral oils 
(MO) with R600a. 
The procedure of oil-refrigerant mixture formation 

is essential for the applied test method. In order to 
accomplish this task, it was necessary to design a proper 
chamber equipped with instrumentation for supplying 
refrigerant and determining the test parameters according 
to the procedure presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters selection procedure [L. 10, 12]
Tabela 1.  Procedura ustalania parametrów testu [L. 10, 12]

a) b)
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Prior to each test, the samples should be cleaned in an 
ultrasonic cleaner in acetone for 15 minutes and mounted 
in the test chamber. In testing MO+FF1 mixtures, the 
solution of appropriate volumetric composition should 
be prepared prior to its placement in the test chamber. 
In order to form the MO+FF1/R600a mixture, one must 
prepare the MO+FF1 solution of appropriate volumetric 
composition before it is placed in the test chamber. Next 
the air is removed air the test chamber, and the chamber 
issupplied with the mixture in the amount that ensures 
reaching half the height of the ring. Next, the chamber 
with the MO+FF1 mixture should be supplied with 
R600a of the selected pressure (ps), and these conditions 
should be maintained for the specified time (τm). Once 
the MO+FF1/R600a mixture has been formed, one 
should carry out the wear test of duration time (τt). 
Following each test, one should recover the refrigerant 

and disassemble the samples. Subsequently, the width 
trace of wear on the sample of the block shape should 
be measured, and the wear volume should be calculated 
according to the guidelines included in [L. 9–12]. Table 2  
presents the test parameters of lubricity properties of 
mineral oil – FF1 flushing fluid mixtures and of mineral 
oil – flushing fluid / R600a mixtures.

For each research series (Table 3), there were 
three wear tests carried out. During the test of Series 1  
(MO+20%FF1) and 2 (MO+50%FF1), the pressure 
(ps) in the test chamber was maintained by means of 
air. The obtained results constituted the basis for the 
analysis of the effect of FF1 flushing fluid on the lubricity 
properties of oil. In Series 3, the lubricity properties of 
the mixture of oil with 50% content of FF1 flushing 
fluid, saturated with R600a (MO+50%FF1/R600a), were 
tested.

Table 2. Individually selected parameters for mineral oil/flushing fluid/refrigerant R600a mixtures
Tabela 2.  Zestawienie parametrów badań dla mieszanin olejów mineralnych ze środkiem do czyszczenia układów 

chłodniczych FF1 oraz z czynnikiem chłodniczym R600a

Table 3. Summary of research series
Tabela 3.  Zestawienie serii badań

TEST  RESulTS

During the tests, the magnitude of the moment 
of force in the friction node was measured and 
the coefficient of friction was determined from the 
following formula: 

where
μ –  coefficient of friction [–],
M –  moment of force [Nm],

P – load (force) [N],
r – sleeve inner radius [m].

The value of the coefficient of friction for the three 
conducted series of tests is presented in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Figure 2 shows the courses of the coefficients of friction 
for the three research series with increasing load.

On the basis of Fig. 2, it can be concluded that the 
coefficient of friction in the conducted tests does not 
depend on the load in the friction node. The mean value 
of the coefficient of friction for series 1 (MO+20%FF1) 
in the period when the load continued to increase is 
0.08, and for series 2 (MO+50%FF1), it is equal to 0.12, 
whereas, for series 3 (MO+50%FF1/R600a), it equals 
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0.17. One can state that an increase in the content of 
FF1 flushing fluid in mineral oil (MO) results in an 
increase in the coefficient of friction. Thus, the presence 
of FF1 in refrigeration systems is unfavourable. 
Similarly, under the conditions of the actual operation of 
refrigeration systems, where the refrigerant mixes with 
the lubricating medium, one can observe a large increase 
in the coefficient of friction (Series 2 and 3 compared, 
the coefficient of friction increased by over 40%). 

Figure 3 shows the waveforms of the coefficient of 
friction for three research series at a constant maximum 
load of 120 N.

The waveforms of the coefficient of friction at 
constant maximum load presented in Fig. 3 imply that, 
for Series 1 (MO+20%FF1), the coefficient of friction 
continued to decrease during the conducted test run. 
The observed peaks after about 1500s may indicate 
adhesive wear. The mean value of the coefficient of 
friction for Series 1 equalled 0.05. In turn, for Series 2 
(MO+50%FF1), the coefficient of friction continued to 
increase during the testing to the value of approximately 
0.19, and then it decreased below 0.15. The mean 
value of the coefficient of friction was equal to 0.17. 
For Series 3 (MO+50%FF1/R600a), one can observe 

Fig. 2. Coefficients of Friction for three research series with increasing load
Rys. 2.  Wartości współczynnika tarcia dla trzech serii badawczych przy wzrastającym obciążeniu

Fig. 3. Coefficients of Friction for three research series at constant maximum load of 120 N
Rys. 3.  Wartości współczynnika tarcia dla trzech serii badawczych przy stałym obciążeniu maksymalnym 120 N
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frequent peaks, which may indicate adhesive wear. After 
about 1500 s, the rate of the observed peaks continued 
to increase and the coefficient of friction reached the 
values of up to 0.50. The mean value of the coefficient 
of friction for Series 3 was 0.24. 

Extended tests at high load confirm that an increase 
in the content of FF1 flushing fluid for refrigeration 
systems in mineral oil (MO) results in a significant 
increase in the coefficient of friction. FF1 flushing 
fluid can be considered a hazardous contamination. 
Similarly, under the conditions of the actual operation of 
refrigeration systems, where the refrigerant mixes with 
the lubricating medium, one can observe a large increase 
in the coefficient of friction (there is an increase of over 
40% in the coefficient of friction when one compares 
Series 2 and 3). 

Figure 4 illustrates the values of the mean wear 
volume of samples after conducting tests in the three 
research series. The columns in the diagram present 
dispersion in the form of a standard deviation.

For the first series (MO+20%FF1), the wear volume 
is equal to 0.11 mm3, for the second one (MO+50%FF1), 
the wear volume is 0.40 mm3; whereas, for the third 
one (MO+50%FF1/R600a), the wear volume is  
4.03 mm3. An increase in the amount of FF1 flushing fluid 
in mineral oil from 20 to 50% results in an increase in 
wear volume of almost 300% (Series 1 and 2 compared). 
In turn, under the conditions of the actual operation of 
refrigeration systems, the additional presence of R600a 
in the MO+50%FF1 mixture causes a large increase in 
wear volume (more than 10-fold). 

The obtained results (Fig. 4) indicate that the 
applied method of evaluating lubricity properties is 
effective, since it one allows to map the effect of both 
FF1 flushing fluid for refrigeration systems and R600a 
on lubricity properties. The worst lubricity properties, 
which results in the highest wear volume, were found 
for Series 3, which confirms the assumption that FF1 
flushing fluid should not be left inside the refrigeration 
system by the users. Following maintenance work, 

Fig. 4. wear volume results after three research series
Rys. 4.  Średnie zużycie objętościowe próbek po testach z trzech serii badawczych

one should remember to remove the fluid and other 
substances prior to the repletion of the refrigeration 
system with refrigerant.

CONCluSION

Periodic maintenance of refrigeration equipment often 
requires flushing by means of a compressed inert gas 
along with chemical flushing fluids. Such operation 
enables to remove used oil, condensed water, acids, 
solid particles, and perhaps other mechanical residues 

from the installation. However, the use of chemical 
flushing fluids entails the risk of their entering to the 
refrigeration installations and causing disturbances in 
their functioning. 

The article presents research on the effect of the 
presence of a flushing fluid for refrigeration systems 
in refrigeration compressor oil on the value of the 
coefficient of friction and lubricity properties. It has been 
confirmed that the value of the coefficient of friction in 
the tests of oil-flushing fluid mixtures does not depend 
on the load of the friction node. In turn, the wear volume 
increases with the presence of a flushing fluid for 
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refrigeration systems in compressor oil, which indicates 
the deterioration of lubricity properties and a negative 
impact of flushing fluids in refrigeration installations. 

Moreover, wear tests were carried out that 
allowed evaluating the lubricity properties of mixtures 
containing refrigeration compressor oil and a flushing 
fluid for refrigeration systems under the conditions of 
actual operation, i.e. in the interaction with eco-friendly 
R600a. The presence of R600a in the oil-flushing fluid 
mixture resulted in a large increase in the coefficient of 
friction (of over 40%) and a significant deterioration of 

lubricity properties (as indicated by an increase in wear 
volume of over 10-fold). 

The obtained results allow concluding that the 
proposed method of research and the applied test bench 
appropriately map the effect of the flushing fluid for 
refrigeration systems on lubricity properties of oil. 
Moreove, the proposed criterion (sample wear volume) 
can constitute an effective indicator enabling to compare 
lubricity properties in the following relations: 
  – Oil–flushing fluid mixture, and 
  – Oil–flushing fluid + refrigerant mixture.






